Case Study

IoT in Smart City

City Bike Rental
System

GoBike

A smart bike rental system in Copenhagen,
Barcelona, Utrecht, and Stavanger.

euristiq.com

Solutions

Results

An intelligent and scalable IoT system

Within 3 months we helped our client to build a complex
bike-sharing system that can easily function in several

Bike rental system went live in 


cities.

3 months with a team 


 



of 3 members.

An Android app for bike tablets


P

Challenge

The bikes are equipped with an integrated tablet C. The

A Danish electric bike rental provider approached Euristiq with an idea to

routes around town and check travel bookings, while

develop a smart bike-sharing solution with no analogs on the market. The
time to market was also critical.

onboard tablet with built-in

GPS allows users to plot

ASP.NET MVC | SQL | Memcached | Android |HTML/CSS/JavaScript | Altapay |
Google Maps | StructureMap | jQuery | Bootstrap

200K+ app users


allows the help desk to monitor the system, track where

1.5M+ trips taken.


 



Flexible price management system  
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The system allows admins to easily create di erent price

:

plans Daily,

Weekly, Monthly, and other custom

fl

subscription plans. The Accountant tools track cash ow,

Scope of work

1.Architecture engineering; 2.UI/UX; 3.Integration with payment systems;
4.Front-end/back-end development; 5.Requirements elaboration; 6.Quality
assurance; 7.Mobile app development


2 years in production with 


regularly reporting back to the back end. The back end
the bike is, and quickly resolve any issues.

Tools and Technologies

A fully implemented solution, now more than

integrated with the payment provider.
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S art redistri ution syste  

The system helps to identify docking stations with a high
or low amount of bikes. An automatic repair system
allows admins to block bikes from being booked or
taken out of the system while the bike is waiting to be
picked up for repairs

.


